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The Big Marketing Secret
Upstream and Downstream Marketing Strategies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you have heard me speak at other Gail Doby Coaching and Consulting events, you’ll remember we talked about the different forms of media and how to lay a foundation for garnering your share attention; then I showed you how to create a 90-day marketing calendar.  All of that was preamble for today’s one-hour senior seminar on marketing. Most designers, indeed most service-based companies, think of marketing beginning with the first client touchpoint.  With that and everything that comes after that, every tool, every tactic, everything that all the wonderful presenters today will share with you, is vitally important.  



Presenter
Presentation Notes
What you hear from them represents aspects of what is known as DOWNSTREAM MARKETING.  It’s about shaping customer perception of you and your business,  building loyalty, and accumulating data points from your interactions, experiences, successes and missteps to help guide you safely and confidently downstream toward your goals, much like 24-yr-old Nouria Newman



Presenter
Presentation Notes
We all know her journey didn’t begin when she put her kayak in the water that day.  It started much earlier, with planning, forethought, and way, way more bravery than I'll ever have.  She had to develop a strategy that included how she would train, who she needed to work with, how she would even get to the river and what she'd do once she's there. The same is true of marketing.  It begins quite literally, at the beginning of your business.  That’s what known as UPSTREAM MARKETING



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Many of us have heard the Lewis Carroll quote,	If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will get you there. Without a picture of where you want to be, your business can go down endless roads and dead ends that take up valuable time, energy, resources and can cause stress, discord and even burnout.  But when you take the long view for your business, you see what’s ahead more clearly. Stretching this poor metaphor to its breaking point, one should note that, yes, there will be detours and roadblocks, missed turns and unexpected roadside stops.  But, you’ll always be able to course correct as you move forward. Happily, for all of you, everything that you learn from Gail, Erin and the entire GDCC team, and from all of our illustrious presenters, is UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM MARKETING. That budget you’ve fretted over; the decisions about your pricing, where you locate your business, what services you offer and how, who your resources and vendors are and what your terms are with them, as well as everything you do to promote your company, find new clients, create delight, social media engagement, publicity, and all the rest are on the continuum of marketing and become strategy. Where designers have a distinct advantage today, is that they are already focused on delivering an experience which is core to downstream marketing.  And, the center of gravity for most companies has tilted downstream, because customers and the market are now at the core of business.  Creating linkages, connections to clients, or as some refer to it, stickiness, which creates a customer’s unwillingness to switch to a competitor that offers equivalent or better value.  You have a great advantage already because you create those connections with your clients



Upstream                          Downstream

The Secret?
It’s not a Marketing Strategy, it’s your Business Strategy

Products/Services                                        Brand
Sourcing/Resources                                     Customer Perception
Production/Logistics                                     Trust 
Pricing                                                         Tailoring
Innovation                                                    Network    

Action based on Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taken together, UPSTREAM AND DOWNSTREAM marketing, are what make up the BIG SECRET.  Marketing is your Business StrategySo what's the difference between upstream and downstream marketing and how do they work together?Let's take a look.  Upstream elements are basically business planning and product development functions.Downstream takes into account everything that directly influences your brand and how it is enjoyed by customers.



What Do I Want to 
Provide and How?

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So let’s look at some of elements that are in UPSTREAM Marketing for designers The foundational question for UPSTREAM Marketing is  WHAT DO I WANT TO PROVIDE AND HOW?I bet this was one of the first questions you considered when you wanted to go into business.



1) Products, Services or Both

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
 For designers, you might think in terms of residential, commercial, hospitality or all of the above?  Will I purchase and sell furnishings, lighting, rugs?   Will I have a separate arm of my business that focuses on builder programs or offering color palette selections?How many thought through at least some of this before going into business?Even though you considered it, I would imagine not everyone answered all these questions at first.  You wanted to see what the market was like; what would people buy?And, it probably has shifted over time.  You may have added or changed services.  You might have added or deleted products from your offerings.  



1) Products, Services or Both
2) Sourcing and Resources

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
That naturally leads to how will I do that?  What resources do I need? What kind of deals can I negotiate with vendors?Will I need staff?  What about installers?



1) Products, Services or Both
2) Sourcing and Resources

3) Production, Logistics and Delivery

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Production, logistics and delivery?  Am I going to offer custom designs?  If so, how does they get made and delivered?Who handles expediting.  Where do I store products and who helps with delivery? 



1) Products, Services or Both
2) Sourcing and Resources

3) Production, Logistics and Delivery
4) Pricing

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
How am I going to charge and what should I charge?Often, you want to charge the same thing as others in your community.  But is that a smart thing to do?  Are you exactly like them?  Is your business the same as theirs?  Do you want to be seen as more desirable than them?And, research proves that people pay more for solutions than products.  If you offer your services as a solution, then you can command a higher price.



Lack of Need
Lack of Hurry
Lack of Trust

Lack of Understanding
Lack of Money

Obstacles to Purchasing

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lack of Need — Hopefully your ideal client profile helps weed these outLack of Hurry or Urgency — talk to them about deadlines, milestones, etc.	AS A COROLLARY TO THIS ONE - If you have a client who cannot make decisions, make them stand up and move. Research shows engaging in the act of moving from one spot to another triggers the decision-making centers in your brain.Lack of Trust — we'll talk a bit more about that in a minuteLack of Understanding — A confused client is an unwilling client; this can happen with individuals or with the dreaded WORKING WITH A COMMITTEELack of Money — they cannot afford your product but they can find the money for a solution



1) Products, Services or Both
2) Sourcing and Resources

3) Production, Logistics and Delivery
4) Pricing

5) Innovation in Products or Services

Upstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What can I offer that is better or unique in my marketplace?Can you provide move-out services that no one else can?Do you have the ability, as Southern Studio does, to efficiently design and install homes on an island a few hours away that is only accessed by ferry?It's important to point out here that listening to clients does not often guide you in innovating.  When asked about the research Apple did for the development of the iPad, Steve Jobs famously replied "NONE, It's not the consumers' job to know what they want."This is especially true in the world of design.  Your clients generally know what outcome they want, what they want their lives to feel like, how they want to interact with their space, but knowing what they want and how to articulate that, well that doesn't happen very often does it?Is all of this starting to sound like so many things Gail, Erin, Kimberly, Dru and Nancy have talked about in so many different ways?  All of that is upstream marketing.When we undertake a marketing analysis, it begins here, with all the upstream elements. 



How Do I Want Customers 
to Experience Me/My 

Company?

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
NOW WE MOVE TO DOWNSTREAM MARKETING, which asks the question HOW DO I WANT MY CUSTOMERS TO EXPERIENCE ME AND MY COMPANY?If my company is engaged to do a brand review analysis, it starts here.  We forego the deep dive into the why's and how's of your products, services and integrated efforts of development, supply, etc.



1) Understand Your Brand

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Those of you who have worked with me know that I am often called the Brand Witch because this is the fulcrum on which all your other downstream marketing efforts pivots.  Until you identify your brand and what it means, you are just as likely to go completely off course as not.  This isn't "what am I supposed to be" or "how can I be what others think of me"; If you follow Lisa Kahn-Allen's blog, Finding Sanctuary, you know that Lisa is a learned, wise and wickedly funny woman.  She has the ability to draw deep meaning from the greatest literature and make it approachable.A couple of weeks ago, Lisa celebrated a milestone birthday and the quote she retrieved from her immense repository of knowledge to illustrate the deep meaning of that significant moment, is appropriate here as well.  From the writings of Dr. Seuss: "Today you are you, that is truer than true. There is no one alive that is youer than you." THAT'S THE ESSENCE OF UNDERSTANDING YOUR BRAND.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
A couple of years ago I posted this image around 6:20 in the morning on my Facebook page.  I got a lot of comments about the photo, where it was taken and why I was posting so early in the morning.Fact was, I had decided I should do something to celebrate the first day of summer so I got up about 4am to drive 2 hours to find a great spot on the Blue Ridge Parkway in the Great Smoky Mountain National Park to salute the rising sun.People who didn't know me well said I was spontaneous, impromptu, etc.  My best friend was the one who came back with "It's part of her brand identity."  She was right.  I have a personal brand strategy that includes the statement 



Don’t just be in this world,
Live in this world.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When you understand that, then you see that choosing to do what I did was totally informed by my overall personal brand and from that point of view, made considerably more sense strategically.  Plus, knowing my brand, I didn't have to second guess my choice—it was exactly on-point.IDEATION, STRATEGIC, LEARNER, ACHIEVEMENT, ADAPTABILITY



1) Understand Your Brand
2) Shape Customer Perception

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shaping Customer Perception includes so many thingsYour messaging and presentation; your skill set; where and how you interact; how you lead them where you want and need them to be.	It’s why I harp on things like brand essence, voice, authenticity, brand vocabulary.  A recent bit of high level research noted that accepted marketing wisdom was that in order to get your point across to a new listener or viewer, it had to be repeated at least 3 times.  Their new research showed, with our fragmented communications channels and plethora of platforms, it actually takes repeating your message an average of 16 times before it is absorbed.  That means consistency in messaging is absolutely key.  When developing your messaging and sales positioning, remember the 5 C's.



Customers
Crave

Confidence
Clarity &

Consistency

The Five C’s 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Shaping Customer Perception includes so many thingsYour messaging and presentation; your skill set; where and how you interact; how you lead them where you want and need them to be.	It’s why I harp on things like brand essence, voice, authenticity, brand vocabulary.  A recent bit of high level research noted that accepted marketing wisdom was that in order to get your point across to a new listener or viewer, it had to be repeated at least 3 times.  Their new research showed, with our fragmented communications channels and plethora of platforms, it actually takes repeating your message an average of 16 times before it is absorbed.  That means consistency in messaging is absolutely key.  



1) Understand Your Brand
2) Shape Customer Perception

3) Build Trust

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Build Trust—Creating transparency and Living Your Personal and Professional Brand Strategy.When you do those two things you instill confidence in your clients to take a fairly big leap of faith in you and your talents.Very recent research on perception and gender show something pretty clearlyMEN ARE JUDGED ON POTENTIALWOMEN ARE JUDGED ON PERFORMANCEUse Before/After; talk about solutions; it's okay to note achievements



1) Understand Your Brand
2) Shape Customer Perception

3) Build Trust
4) Tailor Offerings to Circumstances

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are as many ways to deliver design to consumers as there are ways to buy Coke.  In fact, Coke is a great analogy here.We can purchase Coke in 24-packs at the local grocery store or Costco and it costs about 25-cents a can.But when we find ourselves in a park on a hot summer day, we will gladly pay $2 for a frosty can of Coke sold through a vendor.  It's not a different product, but a more convenient means of obtaining it.  What we as the customer value is not having to remember to buy the 24-pack in advance, break out one can, find a place to store the rest, lug that can around all day, and figure out how to keep it chilled until we're thirsty.If your design firm can illustrate to your clients a similar level of convenience, value and timeliness, you too can put a premium price on your services.



1) Understand Your Brand
2) Shape Customer Perception

3) Build Trust
4) Tailor Offerings to Circumstances

5) Harness Your Network

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In other words, work the brand.  You have people for whom you have done amazing work.  Those happy clients have friends, family and colleagues who have seen the results of your efforts.  Referrals are potent drivers of future business, but so is finding other avenues of speaking to current and potential clients.  And here's a little tidbit of wisdom: desire drives up price.A great example of this is BMW.  They advertise on TV and other forms of mass media even though they know less than 10% of viewers are in their target market.  But, because the more people are awed by these brands, the more those in the target market are WILLING to pay for them.In a more specific example, Barbour Spangle Design has recently exploded their network by turning a passion into a passion project.  Talk about High Point Discovered.



1) Understand Your Brand
2) Shape Customer Perception

3) Build Trust
4) Tailor Offerings to Circumstances

5) Harness Your Network
6) Review and Act on Data

Downstream Marketing Efforts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Study the information your clients provide either directly or indirectly.Look at your online analytics monthly.Talk with the person who answers your office phone to see if questions, comments or concerns arise repeatedly.Think about what your clients said in their exit interview to see if you can mine that information for a new way to position your services.Trust your data and your intuition.  Don't be led by the "me too's", whose loud drum tries to drown out what you understand to be your truth. At this point someone usually says, "but so and so does it this way" or "if I do it differently no one will understand because all my competition does it like that."  Here's what I have to say about that....



The Catfish and the Cod

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What is this?In the 1800's East Coast fishermen shipped their Cod catches frozen to the west.  Taste and texture were not good but what were they to do?Started shipping by rail car filled with water to keep the cod alive.  They arrived intact but still they were too soft and inedible.It was only when one intrepid fisherman recalled that catfish are the natural predator of cod, that a solution was found.  He put one catfish in a train car full of cod that the cod arrived muscular, vigorous and firm-fleshed.  Same way with us.  Others either in our marketplace or Amazon/Wayfair, push us to be better, stronger, more alert and focused.  So you can thank those competitors for helping you be better.Or better yet, when you think of them at all, just visual them like this...





Your Business is Marketing

Marketing is Strategy

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, to recap, business and marketing are not separate.  Everything you do is Marketing and All of Marketing is StrategySo what you implement, what you believe, how you conduct yourself and your business IS YOUR STRATEGY.



Upstream
Products & Services
Sourcing & Resourcing
Production, Logistics, Delivery
Pricing
Innovation

Downstream
Understand Your Brand
Shape Customer Perception
Build Trust
Tailor Offerings to Circumstances
Harness Your Network
Review & Act on Data

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Review and integrate all your upstream and downstream effortsRemember to review them every 6 months or at least every year since things do change.Share with your team.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
So that you end up a true boss of your universe.And, finally, looking back to the very beginning of this presentation...after all that strategic thinking, planning and execution, I wonder what happened to that amazing kayaker, Nouria Newman?



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looks like her efforts got her through those crazy rapids, her strategy paid off, and she's pretty relieved and happy.That's what I wish for you.



Best. Day. Ever.

tmm.agency
Dawn@tmm.com

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For those of you have heard me speak at other Gail Doby Coaching and Consulting events, you’ll remember we talked about the different forms of media and how to lay a foundation for garnering your share attention; then I showed you how to create a 90-day marketing calendar.  All of that was preamble for today’s one-hour senior seminar on marketing. Most designers, indeed most service-based companies, think of marketing beginning with the first client touchpoint.  With that and everything that comes after that, every tool, every tactic, everything that all the wonderful presenters today will share with you, is vitally important.  
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